E-Cell Organized A Seminar On Intellectual Property Rights By C-Intel Services Pvt.Ltd

To create awareness about the Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) among the
VFSTR Intellectuals, Entrepreneurship Cell (E-Cell) of VFSTR Deemed to be University
Organised a seminar at SRAVANTHI SEMINAR HALL, on Friday from 10.00am to 2.00pm.
The event organised through C-intelligence Services (C-intel), Chennai and it was founded by
Mr.Cadric Joseph Manuel who completed his MBA from VIT Business School.
In the opening remarks, Director, IES, Dr.B.Nageswara Rao said that "The main motive behind
this seminar is to create awareness on Intellectual Property Rights among people, particularly
science and technology community to get more and more patents in their names" "We are putting
more efforts on research studies of Materials , Bio-technology and Chemical technologies which
are proving quite beneficial to the patients.
Mr.Cadric, delivered about how to patent? When to patent? What kind of work is recommended
for patent and the need for drafting ? more over continued the session with lot of passion and
commitment. During Q&A Session Dr. Anandarup Goswami raised the question , What are the
pros and cons of filling individual vs. corporate patents? and What are the major hurdles in terms
of writing a patent? Another participant Dr. Avinash A. Rasalkar questioned as Is experimental
data necessary for filing a provisional patent? what are the stakes for each stake holder in the
following scenario ,when the technology or product comes to reality and the inventors are
collaborators from two big companies who have filed a patent earlier. Can a provisional patent
be filed in case of predicted therapeutic molecules (biological or synthetic) considering the
following scenario?Professor B.Seetharamanjaneyulu asked about scope for patenting a
software App? Mr.Cadric answered the above raised questions and went on very well, the overall
gathering was about 72 from Departments like S&H, Bio-Technology, CSE,CIVIL,CHEM,
EEE,ECE,IT & MBA and R&D office, IQAC office representatives.
At the end Mr.Cadric Joseph Manuel was facilitated by Prof B.Seetharamanjaneyulu , Prof
Madhuri,Dr.Bala Murugan, Dr. Avinash A. Rasalkar and Anandarup Goswami
As a vote of thanks Director, IES, Dr.B.Nageswara Rao thanked the management of Vignan and
Vice-Chancellor, Dr.M.Y.S Prasad for his kind enough support, also thanked to Dr.K.Satya
Prasad, Rector & Commodre Dr.M.S.Raghunadhan, Registrar of Varsity for their encouragement
and cooperation.

